How to get to Buenzli
First of all, please note that you'll have to buy a 'Highway-Vignette' (roadcharge) if you're using Swiss highways. You might want to try it without, but we
won't pay for it.
The adresse of the location is:
Kirchgemeindehaus Winterthur
Liebestrasse 3
CH-8400 Winterthur
If you are coming from the North or East (Munich, Germany, Austria, ...) head
into the direction of Bregenz, Switzerland, Zürich (you'll have to cross Austria).
Once you've crossed the border, take the A1 in the direction of Zürich. You'll
cross St. Gallen and Wil. Continue with our photostory below.
If you are coming from the South or West (Italy, Switzerland, France, ...) find
your way to Switzerland, Zürich. From Zürich, you take the A1 in the direction of
St. Gallen. You'll arrive in Winterthur soon. Don't leave the highway in Winterthur
Töss! Now, please continue with our photostory below.
If you're coming from near Stuttgard, you won't have to take the A1 highway but
head in the direction of Schaffhausen. Then you use the A4 to Winterthur.
If you decide to not pay the road-charges for the highways, you can always
search your way trough Switzerland on normal streets. Make sure you arrive in
Winterthur somehow and then look for streets that look like the photos below.
Here are a few hints:
§
§
§
§
§
§

Schaffhausen-Benken-Oerlingen-Andelfingen-Henggart-Aesch-Winterthur
Singen-Stein a Rh.-Giesenhard-Andelfingen-Henggart-Aesch-Winterthur
Bregenz-Bernek-Heiden-Trogen-St.Gallen-Herisau-Flawil-Wil-WängiAadorf-Winterthur
Geneva-Berne-Olten-Baden-Bülach-Winterthur
Basel-Rheinfelden-Frick-Brugg-Baden-Bülach-Winterthur
Varese-Ponte Tresa-Agno-Lugano-Bellinzona-Biasca-Airolo-St. Gotthard
Pass-Andermatt-Göschenen-Altdorf-Schwyz-Einsiedeln-Rapperswil-RütiPfäffikon-Winterthur

In Winterthur, you can generally follow this signs and you’ll sooner or later
arrive at a place you’ll recognize with our photos (if you get lost):

If you're coming from the direction of Zürich, don't leave the highway in
Winterthur Töss, but take Winterthur Wülflingen.

Winterthur Wülflingen from the North (not from Zürich)

Leave at Wülflingen (from the South, Zürich)

Turn right after the highways exit (from the South)

Go straight no. This picture should apply for both South and North

Stay on this road, always heading straight on

Still staying on the same round...

..until you reach this kinda tunnel. Keep on the left track and go trough it
(the direction is still straight on)

You'll automatically arrive at this place, where you turn left after the white
building in the background

At the next traffic lights you again turn left

Drive straight on until you arrive here. The container might not be here
anymore at the time Buenzli takes place!

You did it. Park your car somewhere here to unload your stuff, pay the
entrance fee and then remove your car and bring it to the parking lot
(you'll get road plans for it at the entrance desk).

If you get lost in Winterthur, you might arrive at this place:

In that case, head straight on and...

..turn left here. You'll also arrive at the location but coming from the
opposite side.

